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Lecture 1: Persistent Learning Dynamics

1 Reminder of basics of learning



• Reduced form multivariate dynamic systems

 =  (−1 

+1 ) (1)

where  is a vector of endogenous variables and  is a vector of stochastic
exogenous variables.  follows a stationary stochastic process such as a
VAR. Learning is about evolution of +1

• We discuss basics of learning using an example:

 = + ∗−1 + 0−1 +  (2)

 is a scalar endogenous variables, −1 is a vector of exogenous observ-
able variables and  is an unobservable random shock. Model (2) the
unique REE is

 = ̄+ ̄0−1 + , ̄ = (1− )−1 ̄ = (1− )−1



as is easily verified by applying the method of undetermined coefficients
with the functional form  = + 0−1 + .

• Econometric Learning I:
- Agents’ beliefs: perceived law of motion (PLM)

 = + 0−1 + 

to make forecasts.
- Estimation of parameters: agents estimate  and  by recursive least
squares (RLS) from past data { }−1=0.
- They forecast using the estimated model:

∗−1 = −1 + 0−1−1

−1 and 
0
−1 denote the estimated parameter values from using data up

to period − 1.



• Econometric Learning II:
- Given the forecasts, the economy attains a temporary equilibrium in
period  or, defining 0 = ( 

0
) and 0 = (1 0), the actual law of

motion (ALM)

 = (+ −1) + ( + −1)
0−1 + 

≡  (−1)−1 + 

- RLS estimation is given by

 = −1 + −1−1 −1( − 0−1−1) (3)

 = −1 + −1(−1
0
−1 −−1) (4)

Making the shift −1 =  and defining 0 =  , RLS is formally a
stochastic recursive algorithm (SRA).



1.1 Decreasing Gain Algorithms

• General form of an SRA is

 = −1 + ( −1)

where  are parameter estimates,  is the state vector, and  is a
deterministic sequence of “gains.”  follows a VAR with parameters that
may depend on −1

• The stochastic approximation approach associates an ODE with the SRA,



= (()), where () = lim

→∞
(  ̄()) (5)

and ̄() is  with −1 held at the fixed value −1 =  and  is
the expectation of (  ̄()), for  fixed, taken over the invariant
distribution of ̄



• ODE provides a good approximation for the mean path of SRA for large 
and stability of ODE informs about convergence:

Result: Under suitable assumptions, if ̄ is a locally stable equilibrium point
of the ODE then ̄ is a possible point of convergence of the SRA. If ̄ is not
a locally stable equilibrium point of the ODE then ̄ is not a possible point of
convergence of the SRA, i.e. → ̄ with probability 0.

• Notes: sense of probabilistic convergence:
a) When there is a unique solution and the ODE is globally stable, then
under the SRA → ̄ with probability 1 from any starting point.
b) Local convergence: Constrain  to a neighborhood of a locally stable
equilibrium ̄ (“projection facility”), still convergence with probability 1.
Also other versions without projection facility.



1.2 Expectational Stability (E-stability)

• For the RLS algorithm (3)-(4) with notation  = −1 the ODE (5) is

() = lim
→∞

[−1−1
0
−1( ()− )] = −1( ()− )

() = lim
→∞




+ 1
(

0
 − ) = − 

Consider



= () = −1( ()− )




= () = − 

Clearly lim→∞  =  . = Local stability of the fixed point for the
whole ODE follows from local stability under

 =  ()−  (6)



• The unique REE is the fixed point ̄ =  (̄) of (6). A fixed point ̄
is expectationally stable (E-stable) if it is locally asymptotically stable
under (6).

Result: The economy converges to the REE under RLS learning if and only if
the REE is E-stable.

• In the example this occurs iff   1.

1.3 Structural Change and Learning

• With structural change, the economy can follow a process within the set of
models considered by the agents but with time-varying parameter values.



• Agents might then use a learning rule that tracks changes better than RLS:
(i) finite windows of data (Honkapohja and Mitra 2003),
(ii) constant gain algorithms: gain parameter  is a small constant (Evans
and Honkapohja 1993, 2001, Sargent 1999, etc.).

2 Constant Gain Algorithms: Example

• We pick the model

 = + ∗ +1 + 

where  is  with mean zero and ∗ +1 denotes the (rational or non-
rational) expectation.



• The fundamental REE is a stochastic steady state  = ̄ + , where
̄ = (1−)−1. Assuming that forecasts are ∗ +1 = , the standard
decreasing gain learning rule is

 = −1 + −1(−1 − −1)

The associated ODE tales the form




= + ( − 1) for which → ̄ provided   1

• Now replace −1 by a constant parameter . The forecasts still take the
form ∗ +1 = , but now  is updated using the constant-gain learning
rule

 = −1 + (−1 − −1), where 0   ≤ 1



• Note: this learning rule is equivalent to the traditional adaptive expecta-
tions formula. (This holds only for steady state learning.)

• Since  = +  +  we have

 =  + (1− (1− ))−1 + −1

This is an AR(1) process which is stationary if |1− (1− )|  1 or
2  (1− )  0.

• A necessary condition for stationarity is the E-stability condition   1

and   1 is also sufficient for stationarity when  → 0.

• The price process takes the form

 = (1− (1− ))−1 +  +  − (1− )−1



This is an ARMA(1,1) process. Assuming |1− (1− )|  1, we have

- The (asymptotic) mean of  is equal to the REE ̄ = (1 − )−1.
(Asymptotic unbiasedness)

- The asymptotic mean of  is equal to the RE value ̄.

- For   0, the (asymptotic) variance of  is higher than the RE
variance var().
= Excess volatility induced by the fixed-gain learning rule.

Remark: Fixed gain learning rules converge to rational expectations if the
model is nonstochastic.



3 Theory for Constant Gain Algorithms

• Assume  =  where 0    1 and consider SRA

 = −1 + H(−1) (7)

where  ∈ R is parameter vector and  ∈ R denotes state variables
and there is a starting point 0 = . Here  denotes discrete time and 
continuous time.  cannot converge to a nonstochastic point.

• Assume: the Markov process  for fixed  denoted by 
 and with

transition probability Π(), has a unique invariant distribution Γ.
Let

R() =
∞X

=−∞
[H(

)H(
0)] (8)

and let R() denote the ×  matrix with elements R()



• Also define  as the  process (7) with gain , and construct a continuous-
time process (). Let  =  and define () = 


 if 


 ≤   


+1

Finally, let ̃( ) denote the solution to the ODE  = () with ini-
tial condition (0) =  ∈ 

• Two types of results (see EH book, chapter 7 for formal details):
(i) As  → 0 for all  in a finite time interval there is weak convergence
to a solution of a stochastic differential equation.
(ii) If the ODE has a globally stable unique equilibrium ∗, consider () =


−12
 [() − ∗] Then for any sequences  → ∞  → 0 the se-
quence (())≥0 converges weakly to a normal random variable with
0 mean and covariance matrix

 =
Z ∞
0

R(∗)0, where  = (
∗) and so

 ∼ (∗ ) approximately for small  and large 



4 Increasing Social Returns and Endogenous Fluc-

tuations

• Overlapping generations of identical agents with two-period lives. Con-
stant population and money stock. Agents work when they are young and
consume when old. The utility function of generation  is

(+1)−  ()

where +1 is consumption when old and  is labor supply. () is concave
and  () is convex.

• The budget constraints faced by generation  are

 =  +1+1 = 



 is nominal saving and  the price in period . Agents solve

max∗ (+1)−  () subject to +1+1 = 

where ∗ denotes the (subjective) expectations at time .

• Perfect foresight steady states satisfy

 0(+1)+1 −  0() = 0

as  = by market clearing. With utility functions

() =
1−

1− 
,  () =

1+

1 + 

If   1, there is an interior steady state and an “autarkic” steady state.



• Social Increasing Returns: assume household production function

 = ()

where  is a positive  random with mean one and

() = {max(∗ (1 + ))}

with  =  where  is the number of agents in each generation.

• Employment is given by

 = ((+1 +1)
), where

 = ( ) = (( ))
1−, () = ()1(1+)

Under adaptive learning we write −1 = (+1 +1)
 and assume

 = −1 + ( − −1)

Here  = 1 or  = , constant.



• Remark: (i) There can be multiple interior steady states     

(FIGURE). (ii) With three interior steady states, highest and lowest are E-
stable.
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• The “size” of the productivity shock  plays a key role under constant
gain learning.
Assume that the support of  is  = [̄1̄2], where ̄1  1  ̄2, and
that  has continuous positive density over [̄1̄2] Let  = ( 1),
 = ( 1) and  = ( 1).

Proposition 1 Suppose there are 3 steady states. There exist ̂1  1  ̂2 so
that for all ̄1 ̄2 satisfying ̂1  ̄1  1  ̄2  ̂2, there are neighborhoods
() = (1 2) and () = (1 2) with 0  1    2 

  1    2 such that −1 ∈ () implies  ∈ () and
−1 ∈ () implies  ∈ ()



Proposition 2 Suppose there are 3 steady states. Suppose ̄1  ̂1 and
̄2  ̂2. Then for every interval  = (̄1 ̄2), 0  ̄1  ̄2 and for all
neighborhoods () of  and () of  there is a positive integer 
such that if  ∈  then, for all    +   ∈ () with positive
probability and  ∈ () with positive probability.

Occasional sequences of large shocks can lead to paths which “escape” the
ODE basin of attraction of  to a neighborhood of  for a period of time.
Similarly, an occasional sequence of shocks leads can lead  to escape the
ODE basin of attraction of  and return toward .



Escape dynamics with multiple equilibria



5 Sargent’s (1999) Inflation Model

• The government estimates a misspecified model of inflation: it believes
that there is a Phillips curve between unemployment  and inflation :

 = 0 + 1 + 

where  is a white noise and uncorrelated with 
- Monetary policy sets a target inflation  subject to a shock:

 =  + 2

- The government minimizes the loss function (2 + 2 ). For given
 = (0 1) the foc is

 = () where () = −(1 + 21)
−101



• The true relation is given by an expectational Phillips curve

 = ∗ − ( − ̂) + 1

where ̂ denotes expected inflation. 1 is a white noise shock uncorrelated
with 2 and the parameters satisfy ∗   0

Let 21 = 21 and 
2
2 = 22 Assume RE of private agents: ̂ = 

and so

 = ∗ − ( − ) + 1

The −map is  () = (∗+ ()−) and The fixed point is unique:
0 = ∗(1 + 2), 1 = −.

• The dynamics for E-stability can be easily illustrated using a phase-diagram
(with ∗ = 5 and  = 1).
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Figure 13.1

E-stability in Sargent’s model



5.1 Sargent’s model with constant gain learning

• Cho, Williams and Sargent (2002):
(i) under constant gain, the paths of  tend to stay for a long period of
time in a neighborhood of ̄.
(ii) The time paths occasionally deviate far from the Nash equilibrium ̄

(iii) These “escape routes” appear almost always to go in the direction of
the “Ramsey” point (0 1) = (

∗ 0).

• We will not derive the existence and properties of the random escape
routes. They are a ”rare event”, i.e. arise with draws from the tails of the
distribution of the shocks.
= Requires theory of large deviations (see Cho, Williams and Sargent,
2002).





• Here is an intuition (using E-stability). Under constant gain learning

 = −1 + −1−1(( (−1)− −1)
0 + 1)

 = −1 + (
0
 −−1)

0 =
³
1 (−1) + 2

´


where 0 = (0 1) are the time  estimates of  and 0 =³
1 

´
 Let  be the 6× 1 vector 0 = (0 vec()0) The asso-

ciated ODE  = () is given by

() = −1()( ()− )

() = ()−

Study numerically the mean dynamics () = ̃( ) of the solution to
the ODE with initial condition (0) = [With  = ̄, choose 0 =
1075 1 = −11 for panel , 0 = 925 1 = −09 for panel ,
0 = 985 1 = −1025 for panel  and 0 = 1015 1 = −0975
for panel .]



Figure 2: Sargent’s model E-stability dynamics



5.2 Sargent’s Model, Further Variations

• Recently, Sargent and others have examined further the puzzles concerning
the US disinflation:
(i) slowness of US Fed in instituting a low-inflation policy suggested based
on the natural-rate model (Cogley and Sargent 2005),
(ii) interaction of government beliefs and shocks (Sargent, Williams and
Zha, 2006, Primiceri 2006),
(iii) decrease in inflation volatility (Ellison and Yates 2007).

• Here are the main elements of the Cogley and Sargent (20059 analysis.



(i) True relation between unemployment and inflation surprises (natural
rate model):

 − ∗ = −̂( − ) + ()−1 + 

where  is unemployment, ∗ is its natural rate,  is actual inflation, 
is expected inflation by the public,  is  normal shock with mean 0 and
variance 2.
(ii) Central bank sets  and

 =  + 

where  is  normal shock with mean 0 and variance 
2
.

(iii) CB estimates a statistical approximating model

 = 0
 + 

where  and  are generic variables in a regression.



(iv) Given an estimated approximating model from period  − 1, the CB
minimizes loss

L = 

∞X
=0

(2+ + 2+)

The policy action |−1 affects data and the CB reestimates the approx.
model with new data.

• Assume that the CB bases decisions on model averaging of three models:
(1) Samuelson & Solow (SS) model:

 = 0 + 1()−1 +2 () + 1

This usually has a long-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment.



(2) Solow-Tobin (ST) model:

∆ = 1()∆−1 + 2()( − ∗ ) + 2

This was a suggested version to incorporate the natural-rate concept: no
intercept and sum of weights in 1() is one.
(3) Lucas and Sargent (LS) model:

 − ∗ = 1( − |−1) + 2()(−1 − ∗−1) + 2

This model incorporates the natural rate idea plus policy ineffectiveness.

• Associated with each model is a posterior probability ,  = 1 2 3 and
these sum to 1.
- At each date the CB implements |−1 based on − 1 info.
- After new data, the CB then re-estimates each model according to Bayes’
theorem and also recalculates model weights using the marginal likelihood
of each model.



The empirical analysis is a mixture of calibration and estimation. Initial
model weights are set as 10 = 098, 20 = 30 = 001. The scheme is
run from 1960 onwards.

Lucas-Sargent model recommends zero inflation. Not followed, why?





Explanation: zero inflation policy was very bad in the other models.



For optimal policy, the lines show forecasts from the specified date.



6 Final Comments

• Constant gain learning is a popular vehicle in applied work:
(i) recurrent hyperinflations (Marcet & Nicolini, 2003 etc.),
(ii) empirical models (Orphanides & Williams 2007, Milani 2007 etc.).

• Constant gain learning and escape routes in other contexts:
(i) currency crises (Kasa 2004),
(ii) liquidity traps (Bullard and Cho JEDC 2005, Evans and Honkapohja
RED 2005).

• Other explanations for persistent learning:
(i) restarting gain when there are occasional large structural shifts.
(ii) choice among learning rules: dynamic predictor choice (non-Bayesian
approach).


